PennAccess: Harnwell College House

Entrance Information:
3820 Locust Walk. Philadelphia. PA. 19104

1. There is a ramped entrance off Locust Walk entering onto the first floor.
   • The terrace at the rear of the building has stairs leading to it on all sides and is not accessible.

Elevator Information:
• There is a bank of four elevators in the middle of the building. The elevators access all floors except the upper and lower lobbies. There are eight stairs up or down to these areas. The upper lobby has a lounge/vending area. The lower lobby has a student store, and the restrooms are on this level.

Accessible Restrooms:
• There are no public accessible restrooms.
• There are accessible restrooms in the office section of the building in rooms 110 and 202.

Building Information:
• The Office of Student Disabilities Services is located in Suite 110.
• Rooms ending with the number 15 (eg: 315, 515, 715 etc.) located on odd floors are single rooms with wheelchair accessible bathrooms. The showers have a lip, there are no roll-ins.
• The Penn Learning Resource Center and PENNCAP, both located on the second floor, are accessible from the elevator.
• There is an accessible roof top lounge.